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Figure 1. Interior of the Mission Park Dining Hall with Trays 
(Lower Left) 

Introduction 

 In a day and age where “Green” is the new buzzword, many organizations are 

searching for ways to diminish the impact that their day-to-day operations have on the 

environment. Several higher education institutions such as Williams College are 

searching for small, inexpensive changes they can make, which will reduce their impact 

on the environment. One of the minor changes which many of Williams’ peer institutions 

have already implemented is removing trays from dining halls. Several studies have 

proven that tray-free dining halls yield less waste and consume less water and energy. 

Williams itself has experienced food-cost reductions at Driscoll dining hall, which has 

been tray-free for a year. Williams intends to go tray-free at every dining hall except 

Paresky in the fall of 2009. In this paper, I intend to explore the financial and 

environmental benefits of tray-free dining as they have been proven both at peer 
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institutions, and at Williams. I will also explore the impact that removing trays from 

dining halls will have on the student body. In doing so, I hope to make it clear why 

Williams is making this change, and suggest ways in which the transition to Tray-Free 

Green Dining can be made as smoothly as possible.  

Benefits of Tray-Free Dining 

 As tray-free dining grows in popularity, many schools and companies are 

conducting studies to find out exactly how much going tray-free can reduce water usage 

and waste. Aramark, a popular food service company whose clientele includes colleges 

and universities, conducted a study involving over 25 higher education institutions. They 

measured waste from over 186,000 meals served during an academic year. Their results 

showed that waste was reduced by 1.2 to 1.8 ounces per person when trays were taken 

out of the dining halls. In the Aramark study, this represented a 25 to 30 percent waste 

reduction per person. (Aramark 2008) 

 A similar study was conducted at American University in Washington DC. An 

Environmental Studies class chose the first 30 diners at lunch and dinner meals, and 

weighed the food waste from their plates. The results showed that dining tray-free at 

lunch can reduce solid food waste by 14.4 percent, while tray-free dining at dinner can 

reduce solid food waste by 47.1 percent. The class also counted the number of plates and 

bowls used by the first 30 diners at each meal and found that, at lunch, there was a 22.5 

percent reduction in dishes used and, at dinner, there was a 30.8 percent reduction when 

diners ate tray-free.(Science 2009) When fewer dishes are used by diners, and when trays 

are eliminated, there is a significant reduction in the amount of water used to wash 

dishes. Consequently, there is also a reduction in the energy used to heat that water, 
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which must reach a temperature of 180° F to properly sanitize dishes. The Zilkha Center 

for Environmental Initiatives estimates that Williams is saving roughly 14,000 gallons of 

water annually since eliminating trays last spring at Driscoll, where 4,000 trays were 

washed in an average week.(Foderaro 2009) 

Driscoll 

 Unfortunately, Williams College does not measure food waste, but I was able to 

quantify the College’s food cost reductions at Driscoll by comparing the data before and 

after Driscoll went tray-free. Driscoll went tray-free permanently in 2008, so I contacted 

Chris Abayasinghe, the Assistant Director of Dining Services, and asked him to provide 

food cost numbers and patron counts for Driscoll during 2007, when trays were still 

being used, and during 2008 after trays were removed.  

  
 
 
 
 

  

Table 1. Percent Food Cost to Revenue for Driscoll Dining Hall (in 
Red) for Sept-Dec 2007 (Right) and Sept-Dec 2008 (Left)

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

Table 2. Patron Counts at Driscoll for September-December 2007 
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Table 3. Patron Counts at Driscoll for September-December 2008

 In Table 1, it is evident that the Percent Food cost to Revenue, or the amount of 

revenue Driscoll makes versus the amount of money it spends on food, is much lower 

during September through December of 2008 than it is during September through 

December of 2007. Williams experienced a 10.46 percent decrease in Food to Cost 

Revenue at Driscoll after going tray-free. By adding the Grand Totals of the Transaction 

Counts in Table 2, I calculated that during the period of September through December 

2007, Driscoll served 51,506 patrons. In Table 3 it is clear that during the same period in 

2008, Driscoll served 55,085 patrons.  

 It should be noted that, at the same time Driscoll went tray-free Williams also 

instituted portion control purchasing habits and limited the amount of local food being 

purchased for Driscoll. Both of these contributed to the reduction in food cost, however, 

there was no change in the amount of beverages purchased and in Table 1 it is clear that 

there is a significant reduction in the amount of money spent on beverages from 2007 to 

2008. This decrease can be fully attributed to tray-free dining, and the inability of a tray-

free diner to take more than one beverage at a time. (Abayasinghe 2009) 
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Challenges of Tray-free Dining at Driscoll 

 In a conversation with Gayle Donohue, the Director of Dining at Driscoll, I was 

able to discern some of the 

challenges that the dining hall 

experienced in make the 

transition to tray-free. Gayle 

named three major challenges 

that she and the staff faced: 

reorganizing the dining hall, a 

negative student reactions.

order to reorganize the dining 

hall, Gayle made the decision to eliminate the “Plating Program”, in which food is pre

plated for a diner to pick up as they go through the buffet line. They also placed more 

plates, bowls and utensils near the cereal dispensers and salad bars (Figure 2), so dine

would not have to travel so far for extra dishes. In response to a messier dining roo

Gayle placed more staff on dining room cleanup, but she noted that the mess in the dining

room went away completely after only a few weeks. Negative student opinion was the 

greatest obstacle to going tray-free at Driscoll because, Gayle says, it is important to 

respond to student reactions in order to maintain student satisfaction.(Donohue 2009) 

Because student opinion was the biggest obstacle at Driscoll, I decided to poll me

of the student body and gauge their reactions to Williams Dining Services going 

completely tray-free.  

Figure 2. Interior of Driscoll Dining Hall with 
Dishes and Utensils at the Salad Bar

messier dining room, and 
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Student Reaction to Tray-Free Dining Halls: My Study 

 In order to poll the student body, I created an online survey and placed a link on

WSO, as well as sending the link to several campus groups via email. I conducted the 

ray-free for one week. I 

did this in order to h

responses that were 

informed by personal 

experience.  All told, I 

gathered responses fro

143 students, about 7 

percent of the student 

survey during Earth Week, when most of the dining halls were
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Figure 3. How does the Williams Student Body feel about 
ining? Tray-Free d

questions:  

1. “How do you feel about Earth Week’s ‘Tray-fr

percent of students polled responded positively.  

2. “Would you consider going tray-free permanently once Earth Week is over?” (Figure

4), to which a s

on their own.  

3. “In your opinion, which of the following op

go tray-free?” (Figure 5), the options being:  

 a) “Remove trays from the dinin

 b) “Place trays out of the way”, 
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 c) “Inform students of the benefits of tray-free dining” 

 dining halls to make tray-free dining more convenient” 
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 Students resoundingly elected that the best way to go tray-free is to reorganize th

dining halls in order to make tray-free dining more convenient. I also allowed stude

space to detail why they feel the way they do about tray-free dining, and what the 

benefits of going tray-free might be. I did this in order to understand how muc

students know about the positive impact that tray-free dining can have on the 

environment. The results were quite varied. Some students had no idea that there were 

any benefits to tray-free dining and could not understand why Williams would remov

trays. Some students 

were aware that 

must be benefits did

not know what they 

were. Some student

knew about the 

potential to reduce 

waste, water usage and energy usage. The various degrees of awareness beg the question:

Would students be more willing to go tray-fr
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would

No, I 
would not

Figure 4. Would Williams Students Consider Dining Tray-Free 
when Trays are Available? 

e
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 Gayle Donohue thinks so. In my conversation with her she expressed regret that 

Driscoll did not do more to advertise the “Why” of tray-free dining. She believes that 

people are more receptive to change when they understand that it is benefiting them. 

Matthew Biette, Director of Dining Services at Middlebury College believes the same 

thing. When Middlebury went 

tray-free in 2007, the biggest 

challenge they faced is what 

Biette called the “Push back”. 

In order to communicate with 

students about the “Why” of 

tray-free dining, Biette took 

several steps: “We had posters 

describing why ‘located everywhere’ trays would be an issue, we had table tents and our 

managers were able to talk face to face with anyone or use email to answer…I personally 

had many conversations and opportunities with the paper to help people understand.” 

(Biette 2009) 

53 45 60
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Figure 5. What is the Best Way for Williams to make 
the Tray-Free Transition Easier for Students? 

Conclusions 

  Driscoll Dining Hall has benefitted from tray-free dining. During September 

through December of 2008 they served more people and purchased less food than during 

the same period in 2007. This is a clear reduction in the amount of food consumed by 

diners. Though we cannot attribute all of the savings to tray-free dining, the beverage 

savings are entirely a result of the tray-free policy and Chris Abayasinghe estimates that 

tray-free dining contributed to 5% of that number. (Abayasinghe) Though this evidence is 
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convincing, Williams College could 

benefit from a controlled study to 

determine the benefits of tray-free 

dining. A study that measured food 

waste would be especially effective 

in providing persuasive evidence for 

the benefits of tray-free dining.  As 

far as the student body is concerned, 

there will always be dissent about 

tray-free dining. Even at Middlebury, a college known for its environmental initiative, 

students had mixed reactions to the decision to remove trays from dining fac

Figure 6. Middlebury College Dining Facilities 
have been Tray-Free since 2007 

ilities.  

 The best way to make the transition easier for students is first and foremost to 

advertise the “Why” of the decision. As Gayle Donohue says, when people understand 

that change is benefitting them, they are more receptive to it. In my survey, many 

students were completely unaware of any positive environmental benefits that could 

result from not using a tray.  I suggest that the school put up posters with statistics about 

the environmental benefits of tray-free dining in every dining hall that goes tray-free. 

Thanks to my survey, I was also able to discern that – according to students – the best 

way to make the transition physically easier is to reorganize the dining halls to make tray-

free dining more convenient. This means that the other dining halls which are going tray-

free should place utensils and dishes around the salad bars and at other strategic 

locations. This way, students don’t have to walk as far without trays, which will 

minimize the amount of spills and other mishaps.  
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 There will inevitably be a “Push back”, just as there was at Driscoll.  However, 

just like Driscoll, students will get used to the change and adjust accordingly. If Williams 

does enough to advertise the reasons behind the shift, the backlash will be smaller and 

students will be able to focus on the benefits of tray-free dining, rather than what they are 

losing as a result of it. In conclusion, my suggestions for making the switch to tray-free 

easier are: 

1. Advertise the environmental benefits in every dining hall 

2. Place dishes and utensils at convenient locations for tray-free diners 

3. Just do it 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Figure 7. Students Eating without Trays at Driscoll 
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